Please read carefully the operating instructions for the electric screwdriver and take care to use it properly.

<Function> The Power pack is the power source for your Hios brushless screwdriver.

Storage, operation, setup
1. Be sure that the power source for charging this unit is equipped with a circuit breaker.
2. Store the power pack in a place free from excessive humidity, temperature and dust. Keep it away from metallic objects.
3. Do not place objects on top of the unit.
4. When storing, firmly secure the unit and be sure there is no danger of it slipping or falling.
5. Do not store the unit next to high voltage equipment.
6. Use the fittings provided to secure the power pack to a stable surface.

Operating Precautions
1. Do not drop the power pack or subject it to violent impact.
2. Install a leakage breaker and safety breaker on the input power source and connect the ground to use the unit.
3. Connect to a power source of the specified voltage.
4. Do not use with other drivers or devices except the models listed in this operation manual.
5. If the protection circuit works due to overheat, stop operation immediately, pull the power plug from the outlet and send it back to your HIOS distributor for repair.
6. The unit may automatically stop in use when the protection circuit works due to overcurrent, etc. Turn off the power switch once and turn it on in 5 sec for restart. If the unit stops while in screw tightening, make sure to check the torque of the tightened screw.
7. Do not disassemble or modify the unit.
8. Do not drag the unit by its driver cord or AC cord. Keep the cords away from foreign objects, oil or something sharp.
9. Make sure to grasp the plug section to disconnect the AC cord from the outlet.
10. Turn the unit off and disconnect the AC cord from the outlet when the unit is not in use.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS-SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

DANGER-TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK. CAREFULLY FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS.